ЕГЭ Английский язык
Раздел «Грамматика и лексика» Часть 3

Задание G3_53
Прочитайте текст с пропусками, обозначенными номерами 32-38. Эти номера соответствуют
заданиям 32-38, в которых представлены возможные варианты ответов. Запишите в поле
ответа цифру 1, 2, 3 или 4, соответствующую выбранному Вами ответу.
A sign of weakness?
What should you do when you realise that you have to apologise? Is it better to swallow your
pride and say you’re sorry when somebody is waiting 32__________ your apology?
The psychologist Jack Black says that people worry that an apology will be 33__________ as
a sign of weakness, rather than as their effort to understand and make up with the opponent. But he
adds that effective apologies address the person’s feelings – they don’t prove a point.
As for how to do it, Professor Black has the following advice, “The right way to apologise is
the way your mother taught you. Say you threw a stone at your brother. She’d have you go and
34__________ him in the eye and say: ‘I’m sorry I threw the stone at you and I won’t do it again.’
It’s important to name what you did wrong, to show yourself as being regretful in some way and to
indicate what might be different in the future.”
You should 35__________ that the number of times you’ll need to repeat the apology may
vary depending on where you live. 36__________ to preliminary data collected by Professor Black,
for a minor offence, the optimal number is a single “I’m sorry”. “If the offence is large, then making
two apologies seems to be the magic number for restoring trust and liking,” Jack Black says.
37__________, if you’re British, you may need to double that. “A single ‘Sorry’ does not
38__________ as an apology: we have to say it so many times with a lot of adjectives,” says
Professor Black.
32

1) out
Ответ:m

2) up

3) for

4) to

33

1) treated
Ответ:1

2) referred

3) connected

4) related

34

1) watch
Ответ:
11
1) review
Ответ:

2) glance

3) see

4) look

2) revise

3) remember

4) remind

36

1) Including
Ответ:

2) According

3) Concerning

4) Regarding

37

1) Although
Ответ:

2) Therefore

3) Otherwise

4) However

38

1) count

2) judge

3) matter

4) consider

35

Ответ:
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